
Austin Hairline

Austin Hairline brings the high contrast of the 
original Austin to new extremes. Commissioned 
by Alex Grossman at WSJ,  the Wall Street Journal 
weekend magazine, Austin Hairline is intended 
for use at 96pt and above.

Published 
2011
 
designed by 
paul barnes & berton Hasebe
 
2 styles
1 weigHt w/ italic

features
proportional lining figures
swasH capitals
discretionary ligatures

When Paul Barnes first designed Austin for headlines in 
British style magazine Harpers & Queen in 2003, he had 
imagined that the contrast was as extreme as he could make 
it. The single weight of Austin Hairline, drawn nearly ten 
years later by Berton Hasebe, proves this assumption wrong 
by pushing the contrast between thick and thin strokes to the 
maximum possible within the 1000-unit grid of PostScript 
fonts. Its design is suitable for editorial design and where very 
large type is needed: posters, advertising hoardings, and the 
largest of book titles. Particularly exquisite are the wonderfully 
elegant and fine italic swash capitals.
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Austin Hairline Roman
Austin Hairline Italic

Austin Roman
Austin Italic

Modern
Modern

austin Hairline roman, 150 pt

austin roman, 72 pt

austin Hairline roman & italic, 48 pt

austin roman & italic, 48 pt

Comparison oF austin & austin Hairline

Comparison oF austin & austin Hairline at relative intenDeD sizes
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Value
HEW
Navy

austin Hairline roman & italic, 225 pt
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Polite
sIze
Juliet

austin Hairline roman & italic, 225 pt
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Bristles
gRAin

austin Hairline roman, 160 pt

Alistair
PIQue

austin Hairline italic, 160 pt [swasH q]
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Abolish
Blink

austin Hairline roman, 160 pt

Gamble
HIKes

austin Hairline italic, 160 pt [swasH q]
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Bibliografia
PRussiAn
Manchester
Alternatives
RelIGIão
Verifications

austin Hairline roman, 100 pt

austin Hairline italic, 100 pt
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Editorialize
tRuMPEt
neighbours
eiríksjökull
musteRs
saxophones

austin Hairline roman, 100 pt

austin Hairline italic, 100 pt
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uppercase

lowercase

standard punctuation

ligatures

proportional oldstyle 
default figures

swasHes and 
discretionary ligatures

accented uppercase

accented lowercase

note: austin roman substituted Here in place of austin Hairline, wHicH is not intended for use at tHis size. cHaracter set is identical.
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uppercase

lowercase

standard punctuation

ligatures

proportional oldstyle 
default figures

swasHes and 
discretionary ligatures

accented uppercase

accented lowercase

note: austin roman substituted Here in place of austin Hairline, wHicH is not intended for use at tHis size. cHaracter set is identical.
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Quits ANTIQUESswasHes
q tail Quits ANTIQUES

Interactions Hastediscretionary ligatures
ct st ligatures Interactions Haste

Jump ANTIQUESswasHes
a J m n q t V w y and related Jump ANTIQUES

Interactions Basteddiscretionary ligatures
ct st ligatures Interactions Basted

opentype Features
italic only

DeaCtivateD aCtivateD

‘CHIpS’ & 24.65?all caps ‘Chips’ & 24.65?
£374 €409 $285proportional lining

default figures £374 €409 $285

opentype Features
roman & italic

DeaCtivateD aCtivateD

note: austin roman substituted Here in place of austin Hairline, wHicH is not intended for use at tHis size. cHaracter set is identical.
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Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Basque, Breton, Bosnian, 
Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, 
Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Galician, 
German, Greenlandic, Guarani, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Ibo, 
Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Gaelic, Italian, Kurdish, Latin, 
Latvian, Lithuanian, Livonian, Malagasy, Maltese, Maori, 
Moldavian, Norwegian, Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, 
Romanian, Romansch, Saami, Samoan, Scots, Scottish 
Gaelic, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish (Castillian), Swahili, 
Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Walloon, Welsh, Wolof

supported languages

Commercial Type 
110 Lafyette Street, Room 203 
New York, New York 10013 
office 212 604-0955 
fax 212 925-2701 
www.commercialtype.com

contact

Paul Barnes (born 1970) is a graphic designer specializ-
ing in the fields of lettering, typography, type design and 
publication design. In the early 1990s he worked for Roger 
Black in New York where he was involved in redesigns 
of Newsweek, US and British Esquire and Foreign Affairs. 
During this time he art directed Esquire Gentleman and 
U&lc He later returned to America to be art director of the 
music magazine Spin.
 Since 1995 he has lived and worked in London. He 
has formed a long term collaboration with Peter Saville, 
which has resulted in such diverse work as identities for 
Givenchy, ‘Original Modern’ for Manchester and numerous 
music based projects, such as Gay Dad, New Order, Joy Di-
vision and Electronic. Independently he has created iden-
tities for luxury Italian shoe manufacturer, Gianvito Rossi 
and German publisher, Schirmer Graf. Barnes has also 
been an advisor and consultant on numerous publications, 
notably The Sunday Times Magazine, The Guardian and The 
Observer Newspapers, GQ, Wallpaper*, Harper’s Bazaar 
and frieze. He has designed many books for publishers all 
over Europe including, Schirmer Mosel, Oxford University 
Press, the Tate and the iconic Schirmer Graf series.
 His interest in the modern and vernacular is encom-
passed in his type design ranging from the contemporary 
such as for Björk, through to the extensive traditional 
British modern, Brunel as seen in Condé Nast Portfolio. 
Whilst consultant to The Guardian he designed Guardian 
Egyptian with Christian Schwartz. Following the redesign 
of The Guardian, as part of the team headed by Mark 
Porter, Barnes was awarded the Black Pencil from the 
D&AD. They were also nominated for the Design Museum 
‘Designer of the Year’. In September 2006, with Schwartz 
he was named one of the 40 most influential designers 
under 40 in Wallpaper*. A year later The Guardian named 
him as one of the 50 best designers in Britain.

Berton Hasebe (born 1982) moved from Hawaii to study 
and work in Los Angeles, obtaining a BA from Otis College 
of Art and Design in 2005. In 2007 he moved to the Neth-
erlands to study type design through the Type and Media 
Masters course at The Royal Academy of Art in the Hague 
(KABK). His typeface Alda, designed while attending Type 
and Media, was awarded the 2008 judges pick from the 
Type Directors Club in New York. In the same year Alda 
was also selected by the Tokyo Type Directors Club to be 
included in its annual publication. Since 2008 he resides 
in New York and has been working with Commercial Type.

about tHe designer
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copyrigHt

Austin Hairline Roman
Austin Hairline Italic

styles included in complete family


